MINING AND ENERGY
Offline, agile and efficient,
Mappt is the perfect mobile GIS for mine sites
TM

POINTS, LINES & POLYGONS

CUSTOM IMAGERY

Real time field mapping for collection and
validation of geological data

Load your own hi-res orthophotos in either
ECW or JP2 directly into Mappt

THEMATIC MAPPING

DROP DOWN FORMS

TM

Attribute based classification of your data
to reveal data characteristics

Rapid data collection using easily
customisable drop downs

GEOFENCING

WMS/WFS SUPPORT

Protect heritage, flora and fauna exclusion zones
using geofencing alerting capability in Mappt
TM

Access web services from 3rd party data
providers whilst in the field

With Mappt there is no vendor lock in, so it works with all major GIS applications
TM

TESTIMONIAL
“I’m using Mappt as an advanced GPS because with normal GPS you don’t have base maps, which makes it
hard to see where you actually are apart from numbers on a screen, so Mappt really helps with that. Plus
paper maps are a pain, and having something on a small format you can look at, play with and navigate is
really handy. As far as minimising the amount of gear you have to carry, it makes a big difference.”
Andrew Margereson, CSA Global

MINING AND ENERGY
FEATURES

LITE

STANDARD

PRO

Create and edit points, lines and polygons
Full data entry and attributes
Import vector data (SHP, KML, KMZ and GeoJSON)
Measurement tools (distance, area, etc)
Google Maps API advanced caching
Projection control (UTM and Lat/Long)
Import/export data from local disk, email or Google Drive
Full layer control
Form based data entry
GPS tracking
Geotagged photos
Gridding
Mappt Air Support
Annotation tools
Geofencing with alert management
Thematic mapping (data classification)
Unlimited offline file size for ECW/JP2 imagery

1GigaPixel Max

WMS/WFS 1.0, 1.1 & 2.0 support
ESRI compact cache bundle support
Prioritised email support

PRICING (USD)
FREE PRO TRIAL

$50 p/y

$19 p/m

$49 p/m

30mins use of Mappt Pro every 2 hours
Website: www.mappt.com.au
Email: sales@mappt.com.au
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